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The Airworm Is Hungry Again
Commercial interests v. traditional freedoms
If you could be affected by TAG Farnborough's

proposal for a swathe of controlled airspace in
Southern England, your chance to make any
representation or comment terminates on
November 2nd.
How to?
See:

https://members.gliding.co.uk/
airspace/tagfarnborough-acp/
The front page picture appears on the printed edition only and is removed from the on-line
copy at the request of the webmasters.
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Working midweek at the gliding club this year has allowed me
to get a much better idea of who makes use of our gliding club.
I can say there have been many days this Summer where, without the cadets turning up, we would have had no interest in flying. There have also been plenty of days where, without the
cadets, other members could not have flown due to lack of
ground personnel.
The cadets have been very good at keeping the airfield running,
collecting gliders and launching gliders - they have become
very valuable club members.
It should also be noted that the cadets have shown a persistent
desire to progress within the sport, with all of the cadets from
this year going solo and many already starting to work towards
their Bronze + XC endorsement. Many of the previous years'
cadets have been working towards their Silver badges. The
club are indebted to its hard working cadets and I look forward
to meeting the next group in April.
Jake Brattle
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We are selling a half or two one third shares in this
excellent glider.
It has been refinished by Roger Targett and is in very
good condition and fully equipped including trailer.
It is housed in the south hangar.
Price:half share £8000 third share £5333
Please contact: Steve Kohnstamm 01452810829
or
George Szabo-Toth 01179680905
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The Nympsfield Cadet Scheme - 4 Years On
2103-2016: A Studious Review by Our Ex-CFI
The BGGC cadet scheme began in March 2013, with
the prime objectives of :
1. attracting young people between 14-18 to the sport
of gliding and
2. building a self-supporting body of youngsters who
would continue to fly as club members, at least until
their 18th birthdays.
After 4 years it’s time to see how we've done.

Contribution
These statistics do not take account of other positive
contributions the cadets have made, however. Members are invited to draw their own conclusions, but
without the cadet’s helpful, energetic and enthusiastic participation in weekend operations, activity and
instructor interest would almost certainly decline.

Summary
The club has 20 cadet members. Sponsored cadets
(2013-2015) have repaid their funding and are in
credit. The 10 independent cadets have made a substantial financial contribution. Cadet and student flying at weekends is keeping the operation active and
instructors motivated.
The scheme’s originators conclude that the project
has met its objectives of introducing young people to
gliding and building a core of cadet members, although retention could be improved and work continMoney
To date cadets have repaid their sponsorship funding ues.
in full and the accounts show a modest, but positive
balance just short of £320
The Future
For the 2016 season the scheme sponsored 4 cadets, The cadet 2017 season is already progressing, includall of which have now flown solo and have contrib- ing effort to attract more independent members and
uted £1,200 to their sponsorship account. It is exto improve retention. For the project to continue and
pected to recover the full cost of sponsorship early
flourish it needs positive support from the whole of
2017.
our membership. Doug Jones will continue his genThe presence of a buoyant and active youth member- erous sponsorship, but additional contributions are
ship has attracted 10 independent (non-sponsored)
needed to consolidate and sustain progress. Publiciscadets, 5 of whom are solo. The independent cadets ing the scheme proves a major problem. Any suggeshave made a positive contribution of £7,800
tions or help to promote and publicise it will be appreciated. For it will sustain the sport long after we
have taken our last thermal!
Flying
Both independent and sponsored cadets have made a
significant to weekend flying. The flight logging
Chris Edwards
system for September 2015 - September 2016 provides the following breakdown of launches from
Nympsfield:
Membership
Between 2013-2015 the scheme sponsored 12 cadets
under 16-years old. Of these, 6 remain current members. Of the leavers, one, the original, has left for
university and one sadly contracted a serious illness.
The other 4 have left for reasons not established.
This means a retention rate of 50% (or 58% if the 2
known leavers are included).



Cadets = 541



Students = 149



P2 = 510 (instructional, excluding cadets and
students)



P1 = 494



Trial Lessons = 203



Temp members post Trial Lesson P2 = 160



Winter Series= 123



Other = 27
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The CFI Wants A Word With You...

Incident Reporting

The Club operates a Safety Management System
which follows that promulgated by the BGA. A mandatory part of that process is the formal reporting of
accidents involving damage to gliders and injury to
pilots or bystanders and significant incidents
Whilst some of the above may appear trivial, there
(potential accidents).
occurrence can be indicative of other issues. Please
understand we do not want to use the incident to beat
In addition to the very formal processes associated
anyone with. They are a means of ensuring we conwith the above the club Safety Officer also maintains tinue to maintain a safe environment.
a record of less significant incidents reported by club
members. Whilst described as incidents I know that at How do I report something I hear you say. Easy,
least one other club refer to these as ‘Unplanned
forms are available on the bus, fill one in and hand it
Events’, an excellent description.
to the Duty Instructor. If that is inconvenient a simple
email to the safety officer (???????@bggc.co.uk) or
The club incident reporting system is designed to help myself (CFI@bggc.co.uk) will suffice.
identify where problems with the club operation might
exist or be developing. In order to allow this to work I often hear it reported that the number of reports does
however one vital ingredient is required, a regular
not allow clear trends to be identified and in many resupply of reports. This does mean that we need to
spects that may be true, however when reviewing the
create additional incidents! A club of our size might reports from the last 3 years there are certain themes
be expected to experience multiple ‘Unplanned
that can, subjectively, be identified.
Events’ a week. This does not necessarily mean the
operation is unsafe, it means that people are watching It will probably come as no surprise to note that
out.
launching, followed by landings and the winch operation are responsible for many reports. Whist this may
What is an ‘Unplanned Event’ or incident? Well there seem obvious it highlights the need for constant vigiis something in the name. Examples might include;
lance during what is in many respects the part of the
 a wing drop during a launch either on aerotow or operation offering the most potential for an
winch
‘Unplanned Event’.
 a cable that does not release from the retrieve
truck
 the parachute falling remotely close to the northGreg O’Hagan
ern
edge of the field
October 2016.
 a glider, when being manoeuvred on the ground,
coming unnecessarily close to contacting another person or object.

4

From Alwyn Sutcliffe’s collection: following an earlier ‘unplanned event’
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Solo and on to Duxford and Back
By Dan Simmons
My name is Daniel Simmons. I am 15 years-old. I applied
for a cadet scholarship with the Bristol and Gloucestershire
Gliding Club (BGGC) to help my ambition to fly gliders.
The BGGC scheme is supported by member donations and
open to 14-16 year olds. Applicants have to provide a 500word essay on ‘why I want to learn to glide’ followed by
an interview. Successful scholars are awarded a place
based their commitment and enthusiasm to succeed in
learning to fly. I must have done something right, because I
was accepted!
Cadet training began in early March with the ambition to
get cadets solo by the school holidays in August. After my
first flight I wasn’t sure it was possible
At the culmination of my ambition to fly solo and a reward
for completing the course, I was told early on that I would
be given an opportunity to take a trip in a Super Dimona
motor glider across the stunning countryside of central
England to the historic aviation museum at Duxford. The
idea was to give an introduction to navigation and planning, something that I would be required to do as my flying
career progressed. I was so excited and could not wait until the day came. The excitement actually started the day
before the planned flight when I received an email from
Gordon Davis, owner of the Super Dimona, asking if I was
free. I didn’t hesitate and I told my Dad that he would need
to take me to Nympsfield the following day.

Duxford tower for prior permission (visiting aircraft have
to have prior permission) and estimated time of arrival we
began pulling the aeroplane out of the its hangar prior to
completing the final checks. I climbed into the right hand
seat and began scanning the instrument panel, which to my
surprise and comfort, looked extremely familiar with the
addition of what looked like a very sophisticated navigation computer. My mentor and pilot for the day then
climbed in and we began our ‘pre-take-off’ checks which
were a lot more detailed than the ones I had become accustomed to in the glider I had soloed in a few days earlier.
We then entered the planned route for the day into the

I arrived at the airfield early knowing that I would be reflight computer
After the comprehensive list of checks, we started the engine, taxied out and began our departure heading West
(Nympsfield airfield is orientated West/East) before turning ENE towards RAF Brize Norton. Once we were established in the climb heading ENE, we made contact with
Brize Norton to establish communications and inform them
of our intentions. Once we were established on our initial
heading I was given a brief overview of the aircraft and of
what to expect and asked to take control.
Once again, to my surprise I was delighted at how similar it
was to the Grob 102 Glider that I had flown a few days
earlier, but with the added advantage of a few horses pulling us along at over 120kts! Really – check with Gordon.
As we turned to the East passing Little Rissington I was
surprised at how many airfields we overflew including Upper Heyford which I later found out was an old WWII base
administered by the United States Air Force.

quired to help with the daily inspection of the aeroplane,
similar to what I had been doing for the last month on the
training gliders. Navigation planning began shortly after,
when I presented the route plan I had worked out the day
before. We then began our meticulous planning of the route Keeping a lookout became an important part of the flight as
out of Nympsfield heading East to the North of the RAF
we passed many other aircraft along the route. We spotted
base at Brize Norton, over Little Rissington towards Bices- a number of other gliders, which in the end we had to fly
ter, and on to Duxford keeping North of the international
away from to provide plenty of room. We continued East
airport at Luton. We entered observation points and ETAs, past the gliding club at Bicester and on towards Leighton
identified controlled airspace and alternative airfields on
Buzzard making sure we stayed North of Luton Airport.
the chart. Gordon said we must use the chart to identify
Perhaps I will get an opportunity to fly there at some point
progress and landmarks. After a final telephone call to
in my future career.
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As we approached Duxford I handed back the controls and
we made contact on the designated approach frequency and
began our descent. The airspace around Duxford was clearly
very busy and we both had to keep a good look out. To my
surprise I spotted an old war bird namely a Spitfire in the
opposite circuit setting up for an approach. We turned onto
finals ensuring the approach was clear and began our descent. Having touched down and begun our taxi to the designated parking area, the Spitfire I had been watching also
touched down, taxied in and parked opposite. As we walked
to the airfield exit to begin the museum tour, I managed to
get very close to the Spitfire, something I will never forget,
although the pilot was quite surprised at how close we actually were to their pride and joy. After arriving at the airfield,
we made our way to the second highlight of the day which
was the world famous Duxford museum. It became very apparent that visiting all of the exhibits would likely take the
rest of the day so we cracked on. My host for the day clearly
had an immense amount of knowledge as we moved from
aircraft to aircraft and hall to hall looking at the Concorde,
Islander, P51 Mustang, Lancaster, TSR2, Lightening, Tornado, Sea King, Hurricane, Typhoon, A10, U2, SR71, DC3
and my personal favourite, the Super Fortress to name a few.

Sadly, the day progressed far too fast and we soon had to
head back to our very own aeroplane for the return journey
home to Nympsfield.
As we walked back to the aeroplane I managed to take some
final pictures for my album and memories. Before departing
we did another full check of the aeroplane looking for any
damage and obvious signs of wear. After this, I climbed
back into my seat to be shortly joined by my co-pilot (senior
pilot really) and we began our pre take-off checks. Once
again we checked our chart, observation points and ETAs,
entered the return journey into the flight computer, tuned the
radios to the departure frequency and asked the tower for
clearance. As we taxied out to the grass runway, I took one
final look at some of the amazing aircraft I had been privileged to be amongst. Again we began our take-off run and
climbed gracefully out of Duxford. Once established on our
return course, Gordon handed control back to me. I pretty
much had control the whole way back to Nympsfield with
very little other traffic getting in our way. As we got closer
to Nympsfield, Gordon took the controls back and showed
me some steep coordinated turn techniques which my Dad
managed to capture on FLARM and wondered what we had
been doing.
After two high passes of the airfield to check wind and airfield traffic and as an indication to gliders that we would be
joining the circuit, we set up our final approach to
Nympsfield which once again looked very familiar. A perfect landing and rollout past the clubhouse made me realise
just how much I love this wonderful sport and how much I
want to progress. We taxied back to the hangar and put the
aeroplane away for the night ready for its next adventure.
The scholarship and training was fantastic, now I am solo I
intend to continue flying within the club progressing towards
the bronze qualification and cross country flying.
The trip to Duxford was a bonus. I would just like to add a
big Thank You to Gordon for his company, advice, tips and
an amazing day I will never forget. To the rest of the cadets,
you simply have to get this flight in your log book. It truly is
an experience you will never forget.
Dan.
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SEASON OF COMINGS AND GOINGS
Neither glider pilots nor wildlife watchers need reminding that it's autumn. And what a beautiful and
bountiful season it's turning out to be this year. Forget those predictions the gloom purveyors put out
about abundance of berries being a sign of bitter
weather to come and enjoy the colours - there are hips,

haws, sloes and spindle among others around the field
and, of course, leaves in many different shades from
copper through red to yellow. The large amount of
beechmast crunching underfoot can only encourage
those fluffy tailed rats aka grey squirrels. But, hey,
live and let live.

By Daphne Malphiggiani
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as the Mediterranean Gull and the not very aptly
Also on the mammal side we shall still be seeing
named Common Gull.
hares, rabbits, foxes and roe deer, the kids of these last
will be having to find their own food, while staying
with their mothers until the spring. The smaller muntjac deer might put in an appearance on the field. They
are often heard barking down in Woodchester Valley. Once the leaves have finally fallen, it is easier to spot
all our more usual birds, as well as the migrants, and
The field never seems to be entirely devoid of a flow- our chaffinches, greenfinches, bullfinches, maybe a
ering plant, scabious, knapweed and clover have all
brambling or two, plus the blue, great, coal, marsh and
been noted late in the year and the odd dandelion and long- tailed tits, robins, still singing, blackbirds, song
daisy bloom until the coltsfoot are out again in Febru- thrushes and mistle thrushes will all be around. The
ary.
club pied wagtails will still be strutting on the lawn.
Over the country as a whole, sightings of birds migrating to warmer climes, such as swallows and house
martins, are still reported into November and by early
October those coming to us for the winter are already
coming in. Look out for the winter thrushes, redwing
and fieldfare, enjoying feasting on the berries. They
do tend to strip an area and then move on. In the past
our TFS observations clipboard has also noted migrants passing south, such as whinchats, while birds
resident elsewhere in the UK, such as crossbills who
move around in winter, have also been spotted. It's
always worth having a closer look at any group of
gulls as there are often less frequently seen ones such

Among the raptors, I'm sure there will be sightings of
red kite - they just don't seem to be around when I am!
Buzzards, kestrels and sparrowhawks will be about
and both tawny owls and barn owls may be heard.
It's to everyone's advantage to know what there is to
see in the way of wildlife on the field, so please add
your sightings to the clipboard on the Terra Firma
Syndicate noticeboard - even if it's a "you should have
been yesterday" one - members are used to that sort of
talk about good soaring days!
NANCY BARRETT
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Nympsfield’s History: Brian Mumford
by Ken Brown

To a few longstanding members, the
name Mumford will be attached to a rather ungainly and under-powered winch which was in
operation up to the early 1990s. A few superlongstanding members will remember the
original very practical winch which Brian
Mumford designed and built in 1962 to launch
the lighter gliders of the period, and which
was later re-engined and mounted on a different chassis by lesser mortals. To those who
knew him he was famed for the stentorian
tones with which he requested members of the
public not to stand on our boundary wall. But
it is probably not true that his cries of “Get off
the bloody wall” were actually heard in
Nympsfield village. Brian had joined the club
while it was still at Lulsgate, and was a very
active member. He had undertaken various
administrative tasks in the club and had been
secretary for a while. He had learned his engineering as an apprentice with an aircraft
firm, and set up a small engineering works in
Nailsworth, mainly doing sub-contract work
for larger outfits. But also he designed and
built a three-wheel car which he called the
Mumford Musketeer, and sold in kit form.
1971 Mumford Musketeer
Introduced in 1971 in Gloucestershire (UK)
the Mumford Musketeer was designed and

built by Brian Mumford. The vehicle was sold
as a kit and based around a Vauxhall Viva using the Viva engine, gearbox, front hubs and
brakes. The Viva prop shaft drove the single
rear wheel via a specially made final drive
system. The fibreglass body was attached
to a riveted aluminium monocoque chassis
and featured fold down head light covers
and a detachable hood. In 1983 a Series 2
was introduced with modifications to the
body. It is believed to date that only four
Series 1 models were sold along with six
Series 2 models.
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Another longstanding ex-member, Rex Garland, has sent me some information about this
creation, which was compiled by Steven
Vokins for his book “Weird Cars”.
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Sid’s Task Week 23rd to 30th July
Dubbed ‘The Northill Regionals’ as five (plus a half if The Sunday was unsoarable, but on the Monday with
you count David Jesty) of the seventeen entries were an approaching front threatening to shut off soaring
visitors from Devon, this year’s
locally by mid PM, everyone set off early

Welcome guests:
North Hillbillies (with Sid and Carol)

Task Week encountered the same rather average
weather as the rest of the season.

and most managed to struggle out to the better conditions to the east before struggling back into
deteriorating weather that indeed did shut things
off by 3PM. The A class task of 143k O/r Didcot was

On the first day I managed to set a slightly overambitious 304k for A Class and
152k for B, but the low stratocu
stubbornly refused to lift enough to
“It could get better...”
start grid launching and eventually
we fell back to 152k O/r Newbury
for A and scrubbed B. This
prompted a flurry of enthusiasm
and several people took 3000ft
tows to well above the local cloudbase of 1500ft to glide it out to the
better conditions we knew were
tantalisingly out to the east. Many
tales of derring-do, and several
landouts later the day was won by
Alison in LS4 who as always did
her own thing and landed on FG at
Rendcombe after 340km.
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won by Alison in 'LS4'and the 112K O/r Membury by Task of NOS-BIC at 65kph and no-one completing
Wyn Davies in 'W7' for the B Class.
the 324k BED-HUS-BIC A task which was won by
David Jesty. Overall winners for the week were Wyn
The next few days followed a familiar pattern, so as
Davies for the B Class and (inevitably) Alison Mulder
on the final Saturday the weather looked promising,
for A Class.
everyone set off boldly. Unfortunately there was massive spreadout in the task area which hadn’t been fore- Better weather booked for next year..!
cast and most turned back with several landouts, The
Sid
day was won with Wyn Davies completing the 225k

White Vans Man Bends Fan!

At lunchtime on August 23rd, a gentleman ‘dropped in’ on our airfield in a Vans RV-9A.
Emergency services attended: firemen with their big hoses, ambulancemen with their big car and RT with his
big clipboard!
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Nympsfield Members Volunteering...to build a hangar.
The photographs this issue concern the south hangar.
This was the biggest project ever constructed solely by club
members. The idea for this get-any-glider-out-without-movingany-other-glider hangar came from Finland in the 1960s and was
taken up by Tony Pentelow. He designed the hangar, sourced the
materials and oversaw all of the construction work that he did not

do himself. The steelwork was cut to size in the old workshop to
jigs, which Tony had made, using borrowed mechanised hacksaws and drills over two weekends in 1967. It
was then sent away for galvanizing (at cost,
because Tony had given the MD of the firm a
flight in the T49). The first photo shows fine
tuning the position of one of the frames ready
for being concreted in. The man at the end of
the lever was Giles Bulmer, of the cider company, and the others, less famous members.
The roofing was put on during the summer,
with some help from the participants in the
Western Regional that year. The last jobs were
casting the door channels and making the doors
themselves, and this was finally complete in
July 1968.
The second photograph shows the newly completed hangar in all its glory. The cost of the
project was £2350, of which £1150 came from
a Sports Council grant and £900 from the sale
of 10 year leases, leaving the Club to find £300.
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By Ken Brown

Tit Bits

Our
Historian

Life after Nympsfield
Bernard found this happy picture of John
Patchett on Facebook. Our former CFI lives
in Perth (WA). He has lost a moustache but
gained a beautiful granddaughter
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